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University
punishes
cheating
students

Kickin’ it between classes

By Nirmal Patel
@NirmalPatelSJSU

ers game, their friend from Arizona
texted him and he thought, “That
guy should be buying us a beer!” This
event was the inspiration for Tapgift,
as Cooper and Cage said they thought
it would be cool if their friend could
somehow take part in the game despite being in another state, Cooper
said. With Tapgift, he added, even
those who can’t attend a game can
feel involved with friends and family.
By checking in, even friends and
family who are not at the game can
send gifts to those in attendance,
Cooper said.
In addition, Tapgift’s Twitter and
Facebook pages are regularly updated
with special deals that will score users
things such a free food item with a
gift purchase, Cooper said.
Tapgift has just finished a full season of 71 games at the Banner Island
Ballpark with the Stockton Ports, a
minor league team affiliated with the
Oakland A’s, according to Cooper.
Since March, Tapgift has worked
closely with the stadium and the
team to bring more fans to games
with incentives and prizes, Cooper
said.

Similar to other academic institutions in America, San Jose State University takes academic integrity seriously.
Shannon Quihuiz, assistant director
of the Office of Student Conduct and
Ethical Development, said plagiarism
and cheating at SJSU are consistent with
that of the national average.
“Students caught cheating and plagiarizing will be held to the academic integrity policy,” Quihuiz said.
Quihuiz said SJSU has its own academic integrity policy. According to the
policy, there are three roles that involve
students, faculty members and the Office of Student Conduct and Ethical Development.
The academic integrity policy reads,
“The University emphasizes responsible
citizenship and an awareness of ethical
choices inherent in human development.
Academic honesty and fairness foster
ethical standards for all those who depend upon the integrity of the university,
its courses, and its degrees. University
degrees are compromised and the public
is defrauded if faculty members or students knowingly or unwittingly allow
dishonest acts to be rewarded academically.”
According to the policy, the main
role of the student is to know the instructions that preserve academic integrity
and abide by them at all times. The faculty members must provide a clear and
concise course syllabus that apprises
students of the academic integrity policy. The Office of Student Conduct and
Ethical Development will comply and
enforce the student conduct code.
According to Quihuiz, professors use
the academic process and the Office of
Student Conduct and Ethical Development uses the administrative process.
Quihuiz said that during the academic process, the professor and student talk
one-on-one about the situation that went
against the academic integrity policy.
Students go through the administration
process if agreements cannot be made between the professor and the student.
David Brook, a chemistry professor,
said he has used the academic process
whenever he encounters a student either
cheating or plagiarizing.
The academic integrity policy states
that a faculty member can take action
against a student in accordance with this
policy when supporting evidence indicates that the student has violated the
Academic Integrity Process.
“Even though most of my written
assignments are lab reports, I do see plagiarism in some of them,” Brook said.
“When I do detect plagiarism, I end up
giving the students a ‘F’ on the assignment and they end up failing the lab report.”
Brook said he often uses turnitin.com
when students are assigned a lengthy

SEE GIFT ON PAGE 6
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Jermaine Hubbard break-dances in front of the Martin Luther King Jr. Library on Tuesday afternoon.
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Users win at Spartan Stadium with Tapgift
By Chris Shyvers
@cshyvers
Company co-founders Jeff
Cooper and Mack Cage have developed Tapgift, a social gifting app
being tested at Spartan football
games.
According to Cooper, “It is a way
for friends and family to share gifts
in real time at events.”
He said it is a new way for fans
to engage in the game experience, as
Tapgift also hosts contests and prize
drawings at sporting events.
Anyone who attends the SJSU
football games can participate by
downloading the Tapgift app onto
their Apple or Android phone, Cooper said.
He said by logging in with their
Facebook account and “checking in”
at the game, app users can see if anyone they know is also watching the
game.
Users can then use the app to purchase the gift with their credit card or
PayPal account and send it to a Facebook friend or email address. The
recipient will receive it in the form
of a code that they can redeem at the
redemption stand. Gifts can be used

Chris Shyvers | Spartan Daily
Tapgift, available for Apple or Android devices, enables users to gift
their friends with foods or drinks at sporting events.
right away or saved for a later game
or event.
According to Cage, the stand
was located by the stadium’s east entrance during the game on Nov. 10,

but others are usually set up by the
student section and by the Una Mas
food stand.
Cage said one day (when) he and
Cooper were at an Oakland Raid-
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Huh? It’s a universal word
By Amina Khan
McClatchy Tribune
LOS ANGELES — Humans speak
many languages, but we may be united in our confusion. A new study examined languages from around the
world and discovered what they say
could be a universal word: “Huh?”
Researchers traveled to cities and
remote villages on five continents,
visiting native speakers of 10 very
different languages. Their nearly
200 recordings of casual conversations revealed that there are versions
of “Huh?” in every language they
studied — and they sound remarkably
similar.
While it may seem like a throwaway word, “Huh?” is the glue that
holds a broken conversation together,
the globe-trotting team reported Friday in the journal PLOS ONE. The fact
that it appears over and over reveals a
remarkable case of “convergent evolution” in language, they added.
“Huh?” is a much-maligned utterance in English. It’s seen as a filler
word, little more than what’s called
a conversational grunt, like “mmhmm.” But it plays a crucial role in
conversations, said Herbert Clark, a
psychologist at Stanford University
who studies language.
When one person misses a bit of
information and the line of communication breaks, there needs to be a
quick and effective way to fix it, he
said.
“You can’t have a conversation
without the ability to make repairs,”
said Clark, who wasn’t involved in the
study.
For this study, scientists from the
Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics in the Netherlands set out
to show that “Huh?” had earned the
status of a full-fledged word, though
an admittedly odd one. They also
wanted to see whether other languages had a similar word with a similar
function.

The problem is that “Huh?” often seems like such an unimportant
feature of language that it’s not well
documented, said Nick Enfield, a linguistic anthropologist who worked on
the study.
The word doesn’t crop up much in
linguistic literature because researchers who record speakers of remote languages often ignore such filler.
The scientists headed to remote
villages in Ecuador, Laos, Ghana and
Australia and spent weeks getting
acquainted with the locals. They felt
they had to gain people’s trust before
they could record natural, casual conversations — and perhaps catch a few
instances of “Huh?” in its natural environment.
“The kind of conversations we collected were just the kind of conversations you and I would have at the
breakfast table or in the evening when
we’re doing our handicrafts,” Enfield
said.
The “Huh?”-hunters also visited
family homes in Italy, Russia and Taiwan as well as laboratories in Spain
and the Netherlands. The languages
studied were Cha’palaa, Dutch, Icelandic, Italian, Lao, Mandarin Chinese, Murriny Patha, Russian, Siwu
and Spanish. (English wasn’t included
in the study.)
Across these languages, they
found a remarkable similarity among
the “Huhs?” All the words had a single
syllable, and they were typically limited to a low-front vowel, something
akin to “ah” or “eh.”
Sometimes this simple word
started with a consonant, as does the
English “Huh?” or the Dutch “Heh?”
Across all 10 languages, there were at
least 64 simple consonants to choose
from, but the word always started
with an H or a glottal stop — the sound
in the middle of the English “uh-oh.”
Every version of “Huh?” was
clearly a word because it passed two
key tests, the scientists said: Each
“Huh?” had to be learned by speakers

and follow the rules of its language.
For example, English speakers ask
questions with rising tones, so when
they say “Huh?” their voices rise. Icelandic speakers’ voices fall when they
ask a question, and sure enough, the
tone goes down as they ask, “Ha?” (To
an English speaker, this tone would
sound like a statement of fact: “Huh.”)
“It’s amazing,” said Tanya Stivers, a sociologist at the University
of California, Los Angeles who was
not involved in the study. “You do see
that it’s slightly different ... and that
it seems to adapt to the specific language. I think that’s fascinating.”
After all, Stivers pointed out,
words with the same meaning sound
very different in different languages.
Why wouldn’t “Huh?” also sound
completely different across unrelated
languages?
The Dutch researchers think it’s
because the word developed in a specific environment for a specific need
— quickly trying to fix a broken conversation by getting the speaker to fill
in the listener’s blank.
A low-front vowel in the “ah” or
“eh” families involves minimal effort,
compared with to a high vowel such as
“ee” or a lip-rounder such as “oo.” The
same can be said for a glottal stop or
a “h” — hardly any mouth movement
is needed to make those sounds. This
allows speakers to very quickly signal
that they missed a bit of information,
and request it again.
The linguists borrowed a term
from biology to describe this phenomenon: “convergent evolution.”
Just as sharks and dolphins developed
the same body plan to thrive in the
water even though they’re from very
different lineages, all languages have
developed a “Huh?” because it’s so useful for solving a particular problem,
researchers said.
“’Huh?’ has almost certainly been
independently invented many, many,
times,” said Mark Pagel, who studies
language evolution at the University
of Reading in England and was not involved in the PLOS ONE study. “And
that is why it appears universal.”
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SpartaGuide
Warm Up! With A.S.
Today
9 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Event Center Quad
Company One: Macbeth
Friday, Nov. 15 to Saturday, Nov. 23
Times may vary
University Theatre
Time Management: The Art
of Juggling Deadlines and Tasks
Monday, Nov. 18
12 - 1 p.m.
Clark Hall, Room 100H
Michael Marrinan: Writing Letters,
Marking Paint - Van Gogh’s Doubt
Tuesday, Nov. 19
5 - 6 p.m.
Art Building, Room 133
Student Leadership Conference
Friday, Nov. 22
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Student Union, Barrett Ballroom
Register at bit.ly/leadconf2013
by Wednesday, Nov. 13

Submit campus events
for SpartaGuide to
spartandaily@gmail.com
or in the drop box in DBH 209.
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SJSU Students: Fulfill your lower
division general education and major
requirements for only $46/unit!

Our 3-week Winter Session
begins on Jan. 2 and ends on Jan. 23.
Our 16-week Spring Semester
begins on Jan. 27 and ends on May 23.

Many
online
classes!

To sign up for Winter Session or Spring Semester classes,

GO TO: westvalley.edu/sjsu
For SJSU to West Valley College course to course articulation,

GO TO: assist.org

International
Education Week
November 11 – 15

Come celebrate the beneﬁts
of international education
and exchange worldwide!

Events schedule at:
www.sjsu.edu/ips/iweek

westvalley.edu/SJSU
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Student-founded
clothing line debuts
fall/winter collection
By Allison Williams
@all3ybobally

Exhibit Hall A in the Santa Clara Convention Center was turned into an international holiday bazaar on Sunday.
The back of the hall was transformed
into a stage with a runway where various
groups performed throughout the day.
Singers and dancers, representing different
countries, took the stage to perform for a
crowd that never looked the same from one
performance to the next.
Booths were set up around the hall.
Among the vendors was Faded Friday.
As reported in the Oct. 10, 2012 issue of
the Spartan Daily, Faded Friday was started
by SJSU students and launched on Oct. 11,
2012.
Art Derecho, a senior advertising major
and creative director of Faded Friday, said
he’s always been interested in fashion and
creative outlets.
Derecho, whose dad is a painter and
mom works in fashion merchandising, said
his interest turned into a clothing line.
“I wasn’t seeing certain things in street
wear,” Derecho said.
The live model installation was the Fall/
Winter Collection preview for Faded Friday
and stood out from the other stalls that had
merchandise on display for purchase.
Around 4:30 p.m. a woman took the
stage. Her grey hat sat backwards on her
head and her hair covered the letters of her
grey tee shirt that was paired with white
shorts. Red sneakers hit the floor as she
started to walk down the runway.
She recited a spoken-word poem with
each step she took, which carried her down
the runway where two men stood on the
floor at the end with their hands in the
pockets of their jeans. Both men wore the
same design on their shirts, one shirt white
and the other shirt black, with a picture of
people gathered around cars on the front
and writing down the arm.

As the woman’s feet hit the floor, eight
men appeared on stage. They walked four to
a line as they followed her footsteps.
Still speaking, she wove through the
crowd toward the center of the hall where
there was a stall.
The stall had been blocked off for the
entire event. Thin black cloth cloaked whatever was inside, but the side of the stall was
decorated with neon tape and a vibrant blue
light bled through the cloth.
As the group approached and the poem
ended, the curtains were pulled back. Wood
packing slates were stacked as a stage with
small pillars in the background covered in
pictures. Two American flags hung from
the sides illuminated in blue.
The eight men hopped onto the stage
and took their place. Some stood toward the
back, others crouched at the front.
“(It) looks good,” said Praceep Chikku, an
onlooker. “It’s something different.”
Denise Perez, a junior advertising major,
is the president and sales and marketing
director of Faded Friday.
“I can’t draw,” she said, “but I can do
sales and marketing,”
Derecho and Perez said they’re able
to work well together. Both balance their
school schedule with Faded Friday.
Derecho said he doesn’t see his work
at Faded Friday as a job because he enjoys
what he does.
He’s also able to set his own hours, but
said they still keep it professional.
“If you have the will to do it, there’s a
way,” he said.
Perez said she sets aside time because of
the love she has for the brand.
“We’re always pushing and challenging
ourselves,” Perez said.
Derecho said he likes to see how people
react to their products and ideas.
“I always try to push the envelope,” he
said.
Allison Williams is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.

Photos by Ramone Farrier | Special to the Spartan Daily
Top: Alyson Sagala recites a spoken-word piece entitled “Cognitive Dissonance”
as she and the rest of the Faded Friday crew head over to their installation.
Bottom: The models of Faded Friday pose in the installation during the Holiday
Bazaar exhibit at the Santa Clara Convention Center on Sunday.

Senior Airman

DAVID ANDERSON

94%
TIME SPENT IN THE AIR
GUARD EACH MONTH:

GRADE ON LAST
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WITH GIRLFRIEND:

85%

100%
Experience the pride of serving your country while
getting money for college – serving part-time in the
Air National Guard. Talk to a recruiter today.
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Chris Cunningham aims for new heights this season
By Tessa Terrill
@tweetybirdTT
Chris Cunningham has never been selfconscious about his height.
At 6 foot 9, he is one of the tallest players
on the San Jose State basketball team.
“I always viewed my height as an advantage,” he said. “It made me very comfortable
with who I am. Especially as a kid. It always
felt good to have people admire you for your
height. Naturally they look up to you.”
Cunningham, a senior philosophy major
and forward for the San Jose State basketball
team, is from Pomona, California.
“I love Southern California, love everything about it,” he said. “I couldn’t have asked
for a better place to grow up.”
Cunningham said he has been playing basketball since he was 6 or 7 years old.
“Basketball runs deep in my family,” he
said.
His uncle played for Stanford and his mother also played, according to Cunningham.
“My grandfather basically put the ball in
my hands when I was a baby and he was my
coach growing up,” he said.
For Cunningham, basketball has been an
outlet and a way for him to express himself.
“More so than it being a game, it’s always
been bigger than that for me,” he said.
Cunningham said basketball has always
enabled him to feel comfortable and “be one”
with himself.
Before playing at San Jose State, he said he
played at Santa Clara University.
He said the main difference between playing at San Jose State and Santa Clara University is the student body. He said the crowd is
bigger and more diverse at San Jose State. Because of this, he said San Jose State is a better
environment for him.
“Where I grew up (it) was very multicultural,” he said. “San Jose State was more of an
easier transition for me.”
As far as role models go, Cunningham said
he looks no further than his grandparents.
He said his grandfather is his basketball
mentor and his grandmother is a driving force
in his life.
“She’s a fiery woman, so any time I felt
some type of weakness, she would actually be

the one to let me know that I need to toughen
up and straighten up,” he said.
He said they have both inspired him to stay
strong and keep going, and he said he really admires both of them.
Cunningham is in his third year at San Jose
State and his third season on the team.
He was “redshirted” his first year on the
team, he said.
“If you’re a Division I transfer and you
transfer from another Division I, you have to
sit out a year,” he said.
He is the only senior on a team of nine newcomers and six freshmen.
“Being the only senior on a team that is

very young, I realize that it puts a lot of weight
on my shoulders, as far as leading by example
and showing the younger guys how to carry
themselves and how to become better basketball players,” he said.
Cunningham said he feels like he always
has to make sure he is holding himself accountable to the things he does because
he knows that if he does not, the team will
not either.
This season, he said he likes the direction
that the team is going.
He said they are “learning on the fly” because there are not a lot of experienced players
on the team.

Jeff Gonzalez | Spartan Daily
Senior forward Chris Cunningham (15) is in his third year with the Spartans. Cunningham
averaged 10.7 points per game and nine rebounds per game last season, and started all
29 games according to SJSU Athletics.
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“As a team, we’re being thrown into the fire
right away,” he said. “It’s going to force us to
grow up real fast.”
He said the coaching staff and players
are on board for making sure this season is
successful.
Cunningham, who was the only player to
start every game last season, said he feels good
about this season and thinks his game is headed in the right direction.
He said he wants to leave the team as a winner after this season ends.
“I’ve been a part of two losing seasons here
and I don’t want to end my senior year going
through that again,” he said.
Cunningham said he expects to be a leader
for the team again this year.
His said his most important goal for the
season is to know he gave it everything he has
and that his teammates and coaches respect
him at the end of the season.
His said his goal for the team is to see
them grow up and for everyone to reach their
full potential.
“They’re an amazing group of guys on and
off the court,” he said. “I think they’re going
to be a special group. And I’m kind of jealous, I
wish I could have grown up with them.”
He said his best friend who he grew up
with is D.J. Brown, a junior at San Jose State
and guard on the basketball team.
“We just happened to go to the same
school, so I spend a lot of time with him and a
lot of time with my teammates,” he said.
He said it is a “game plan” on how to attack
life and develop relationships with people.
“For whatever reason, I’m fascinated by
self-help books,” he said.
He said he has read “The Power of Positive
Thinking” by Norman Vincent Peale.
“That one was a big one for me as far as
learning how to stay positive at all times and
how you can really wish positivity into existence, and also using God as a way to reach
that positivity, that happiness,” he said.
After graduating, Cunningham said he
wants to play professional basketball, then go
to law school.
“At the end of the day it’s basketball, and
basketball is supposed to be fun,” he said.
“Basketball ends, and life is much bigger.”
Tessa Terrill is a Spartan Daily staff writer.

Today’s Crossword Puzzle
Universal Crossword

$$ Sperm Donors Wanted $$
Earn up to $1,200/month and help create families.
Convenient Los Altos location.
Apply online: www.SPERMBANK.com

Housing
SJSU International House
One block to campus.
US & International students.
Safe. Friendly. Homelike.
Intercultural experience.
Wireless Internet access.
Computer lab. Study room.
Well-equipped kitchen
Pianos and game room.
Assigned parking (fee).
One semester contract.
Apply now! 360 S. 11th St. 924-6570 or
http: //sjsu.edu/ihouse

How To
Place your ads ONLINE at
www.Spartandaily.com/advertising
You can also place
classifieds through the
Spartan Daily Ad office.
Call us at 408.924.3270 or
visit us in DBH 209.
Office Hours: 1:30-4:15. P.M.
spartandailyads@sjsumedia.com
PREVIOUS PUZZLE ANSWER

DISCLAIMER
The Spartan Daily makes no claim for products or services advertised nor is there
any guarantee implied. The classified columns of the Spartan Daily consist of
paid advertising and offers are not approved or verified by the newspaper. Certain advertisements in these columns may refer the reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for additional information. Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making these further contacts, they should require complete
information before sending money for goods or services. In addition, readers
should carefully investigate all firms offering employment listings or coupons for
discount vacations or merchandise.

ACROSS
1 Like
standardized tests
6 Like lemon
juice (var.)
11 Bit of
sunshine
14 Pong
pioneer
15 It’s no
short story
16 Palindromic farm
animal
17 ___ of affairs
19 Laughing
matter?
20 Ovine sign
21 Impervious
to breakins
23 Crossed
Greek letter
26 Sick
27 Some
radio
antennas
28 Be a stickler
30 Biological
subdivisions
31 Do more
than
merely
wake
32 Hate the
thought of
33 Grammy
category
36 Gouda
alternative
37 Seller of
Craftsman
tools
38 Admire
amorously
39 Corona
___ Mar,
Calif.
40 Home to
Å`PU[V
41 Sao ___ ,

Brazil
42 Classic
Georges
Bizet
opera
44 Subatomic
particle
made of
three
quarks
45 First
man-made
satellite
47 Musical
aptitude
48 Place to
wallow
in mud
49 Some
JapaneseAmericans
50 Paper
fragment
 )P[VMÄSS`
feed
53 Everyday
58 Lennon’s
“Woman”
59 Run ___
of the law
60 Spooky
61 Big gobbler
62 Transport
in a Western
63 Mongol
invader
DOWN
1 Summer
shade?
2 Skater
Midori
3 Spoil
4 Columnist
Bombeck
5 Anais Nin
or Anne
Frank
6 Photographer
Adams
7 Shelter
beds
8 Gabor of

TV and
ÄST
9 Some
Greek
pineÅH]VYLK
wines
10 Audibly
censored
11 Average
Joes
12 Far from
oblivious
13 Consenting replies
18 Music on
a carnival
ride
22 ___ anglais
(English
horn)
23 Exhausted
24 Battery
post
25 Local
tradition,
e.g.
27 Tractor
pioneer
John
29 Ending for
“national”
or “capital”
30 Rice unit
32 First name
among
Yankees
34 Parcel out
35 Indiana
state
ÅV^LY
37 Like some
cheeses
 0[LTÄ[[LK
into a thole
40 Lotions for
treating
sprains
41 Balcony
barrier
43 Strapped
on the
feedbag
44 Where
the cows
come

home
45 One with
his nose
in the air
46 Site of
dozens
of keys
47 Parisian
school
50 Quite
pleased
with oneself
51 Statement
of guilt or
innocence
54 Bygone
bird
55 Picasso
piece
56 Org. once
headed
by George
Bush
57 Ending for
“puppet”
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Follow Melissa Lewelling on Twitter @melissadanae91. Melissa is a Spartan Daily staff writer. “Ask Melissa” appears
every second and fourth Wednesday of the month.

Dear Melissa

,
Why does it seem like women prefer to date guys who are
insecure and jealous?
-Losing Hope
Dear Losing Hope,
I’m sorry that your dating experiences have led you to this conclusion, but let me reassure you that
this is not always the case.
If there is anyone out there, regardless of gender, who is actively
seeking an insecure and jealous
person, I would run (not walk) in
the other direction. My guess is
that the women you’re referring
to are already in relationships
with these guys and found out the
hard way.
Every relationship has a period
referred to as the “honeymoon
phase,” where everything is new and
seemingly perfect as both people act
on their best behavior and try to put
their best foot forward. However, as
relationships progress, those filters
fade and the true person is revealed,
faults and all.
At this point, it’s not as simple
as just leaving because the other
person is insecure or jealous. A certain level of commitment is now
involved and if they have strong
feelings for that person, then they’ll
more than likely try to stick it out,
which is important for the survival

Dear Melissa,

I’m getting really discouraged
with my classes. I spent three
years at a community college,
had a hard time getting classes
this semester and am scared I’m
going to have to stay at SJSU
another three years. I’m tired of
school and just want to be done.
What do you think I should do?
-Distraught
Dear Distraught,
Know that you’re not alone and
that there are many college students
in a similar predicament who feel
this same level of discouragement.
College isn’t the same four-year experience that our parents and grandparents knew. It increasingly feels like
a battle zone where only the extremely
dedicated and driven survive, but that
doesn’t mean it can’t be done.
I wonder if part of the problem
in your situation is that you changed
your major or maybe took some
courses at your community college
that ended up not counting. Unfor-

of any healthy relationship between
two imperfect people.

Don’t get
discouraged
and lump all
females into
generalized
categories ...
no two people
think, act or are
d in
motivated
the same way.
On occasion, you have women
who knowingly get involved with
this type of guy, not because they
“prefer” that behavior, but because
they think they can help to change
the guy. (For anyone trying this at
home, I can tell you from personal
experience that it doesn’t work.)
No one wants to go into a relationship feeling like a piece of cloth
the other person intends to cut up to
their liking. It’s not fair to that person, even if some of their qualities
are worthy of change.
For these girls, they just need time

tunately, for those who want to graduate on time, college is no longer the
environment where you can take the
time to find yourself because changing an academic course once it’s in
motion can cause years of delay.
However, if that is the case in your
situation, it’s nothing to be ashamed
of and the silver lining is that hopefully now you have a solid sense of the
path you want to pursue in the future
— and that’s nothing to dismiss lightly.
Finding the interests that drive
you and figuring out how those can
translate into a career path is difficult, scary and something that many
people take years to figure out, so be
proud of the progress that you have
made because it’s a big deal.
As talks of budget cuts and debates
surrounding class sizes and section offerings continue, getting all the classes
we need to graduate has become increasingly difficult and can be one of
the most demoralizing realities of college life in the 21st century.
To avoid the depths of discouragement, which only zaps our motiva-

to mature and get the “saving the bad
boy” phase out of their system. I have
a lot of close guy friends and this is a
discouraging point I hear from them
often, that being a nice guy isn’t good
enough anymore — and that’s just
not true.
While I do think there is a certain level of primordial attraction
for both sexes to be drawn toward
the “naughty” image, the package
of typical bad boys, or girls, is often
just someone who’s lost or searching
and has some underlying issues that
they’re trying to work out. Consequently, these aren’t usually the guys
that girls end up settling down with.
I would encourage you to keep
your head up and don’t bother worrying about women who are currently caught up in this bad boy phase or
who seemingly only choose guys who
are insecure and jealous.
Don’t get discouraged and lump
all females into generalized categories. Part of becoming a mature adult
is realizing that no two people think,
act or are motivated in the same way.
Focus on developing yourself
and being whole on your own, so
that when you finally meet someone special, you have something
to give back to the relationship. It’s
surprising how many couples meet
when they stop actively searching for a date and focus on making
themselves a better person.

tion and makes matters worse, it’s
important to focus on the small
victories. Did you get a couple of
the classes that you needed? Did you
talk to a counselor and have a better understanding of your track to
success than before? Count those as
positive experiences that can help
balance out the perception of your
college experience.
Let your fear of staying longer at
SJSU motivate you to excel in every
course that you take, and find creative ways to fit the courses you need
into a shorter time span. People say
necessity is the mother of invention,
so let that be true in your life.
Don’t be afraid to push yourself a
little and take on an extra course here
or there. Sometimes we limit ourselves based on what we think we’re
capable of, when we really could have
accomplished more had we pushed
beyond our fear of failure.
Good luck to you and everyone
else in this situation but remember to
revel in the small victories and find
reasons to stay motivated.
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I agree with the article “Tricks over Treats” that Halloween is seen as
an excuse for some girls to dress like a “total slut,” but it’s not something
that should be looked down upon. It’s just one night where most girls
look forward to showing off some creativity or just want to stand out.
The night where no one really cares or will judge you because majority
of the other girls around are in the same boat. When we were younger,
we cared more about the candy, but now it seems as if what we’re going
to be and how it’s going to look is more important. The excitement for a
girl and her costume seems to be more joyful than just receiving candy.
The fact there are some people who say “sexy costumes undermine
the merit of females in these professions,” should not be an argument
because really no one in their right mind is going to think that a real life
nurse is going to be dressed like a slut. I’m sure most of us all see how normal professions of certain female jobs are dressed. Halloween costumes
are not something to be taken seriously. It’s just girls having some fun by
making them look more appealing. I’m sure no girl wants to really offend a profession just by making it more “slutty.”
Girls shouldn’t be looked down upon if their wearing such appealing
costumes just because they want to have some fun like most the other
girls. It’s the choice of the girl if she wants to look that way, so let her be
the judge of herself. It’s just one night out of the year, so why throw such
a big fuss about it? It’s a holiday, we should all just be having some fun
instead of worrying about how Halloween’s meaning has changed and
the way girls dress now.
Destiny Nguyen
Sophomore, Undeclared
When I was a kid, Halloween used to be one of my favorite holidays,
but unfortunately as I grew up my excitement decreased. This isn’t because I’m “too cool” to get dressed up or go trick or treating, but rather
because I never have anything to wear on Halloween, which is the main
part of the celebration. Usually as a child my mom helped me make a
costume or I used hand-me-downs, but when I was about 14 I went to
Party City to buy a costume. Little did I know it would be the last time I
stepped foot into a costume store.
Similarly to what Leeta-Rose Ballester reported in her article, “Why
must pretty equate with sexy?” I was extremely disappointed with the
selection. The majority, if not all, of the costumes consisted of fishnet
stockings, miniskirts or short dresses, and spaghetti string tank tops. I
don’t know if it’s just me or because I grew up in California, but it is way
too cold in October to be wearing anything like that. Not to mention the
fact that my mother would have killed me for even thinking of trying on
any skimpy outfits. Long story short, I didn’t leave with a costume that
day and I haven’t dressed up for Halloween since.
What shocked me the most is the fact that the ages for what are
clearly supposed to be adult costumes start at 13 years old. As the years
go by, more young girls are seen wearing provocative clothing, but can
we blame them? Not only does the media constantly portray provocative images, but costume stores too? Halloween is supposed to be a time
for having fun and being creative, instead it has unfortunately become a
competition to see who has the ‘sexiest’ costume.
Breanna Ross
Sophomore, Undeclared
This is in response to Christian Carrasco’s column, “Hop on the
bandwagon: There’s still time.” Football is my favorite sport to watch on
television. Even though I am not physically at the games I watch on TV, I
still get excited rooting for my favorite team to win. When I came to San
Jose State a year ago, I was very excited to find out that we had a football
team because I would be able to go watch the football games live and I got
even more excited as I watched the Spartans last year when I realized that
they were actually good.
Since I came here, I have gone to every home game and proudly sat
in the student section to cheer on our Spartans. After reading Carrasco’s
column I was disappointed to hear that students actually come to the
games only for the tailgating and some of them don’t even go into the
stadium to watch the games. Our football team works so they can do well
and make us proud and the least that we can do is go and cheer them on
at the home games. We also have an amazing marching band who works
hard to entertain us.
As students, we have no excuse not be at the home games because it is
free for us and it is important that we go and show the team that we appreciate them. There are students at other schools who would kill to have
a football team, and not only do we have one, but they are good too! As a
girl, it is hard to find other girls that are interested in watching football.
But every chance I get, I try my hardest to persuade everyone I can to go
out and support our team.
Lauren Ross
Sophomore, Undeclared
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Education: Teachers adopt strategies to avoid plagiarism

Infographic by Samantha Mendoza | Spartan Daily
Information compiled from the SJSU Office of the Academic Senate

FROM PAGE 1
written assignment.
Turnitin.com is an online
peer reviewed application
that detects and reports the
level of plagiarism by percentage.
According to Brook, the
percentage of plagiarism via
turnitin.com varies from
case to case.
Brook advises students
not to plagiarize and cheat.
“Write your own stuff, it’s
not worth it,” he said.
David Gilliss, a business
professor, said he directs
other professors to use different versions of exams to
keep students from cheating.
“In my 14 years of teaching at SJSU, I rarely have
cheaters because I administer two to three different versions of exams,” Gilliss said.
Gilliss said he encountered one serious case of
plagiarism in which he recommended the student be
removed from the institution. In that case, the Student
Conduct and Ethical Devel-

opment would have had to
get involved.
According to Gilliss, the
Student Conduct and Ethical Development did get involved, but would not share
information about the student.
Quihuiz said that if the
professor encounters the
same student violating the
Academic Integrity Policy,
the student’s case would go
to the administration level
and go through the Student
Conduct Process.
According to SJSU’s Office of Student Conduct and
Ethical Development website, the student conduct
process occurs when the Student Conduct and Ethical
Development has sufficient
evidence of cheating. Once
there is sufficient evidence,
the student will be contacted
and requested to set up an
informal meeting with the
conduct officer to discuss the
violation. If an agreement is
reached, an appropriate sanction will be issued.

If no agreement can be
reached, then the student can
request a formal hearing. The
formal hearing will end with
university sanctions issued.
If students fail to contact the Office of Student
Conduct and Ethical Development, they will get a
hold placed on their record
and the Office of Student
Conduct and Ethical Development will begin a formal
hearing.
Quihuiz said the student
would have an informal conference that would have one
of three outcomes. The resolution can either be accepted,
the case could be dismissed,
or there could be no resolution.
“We have a conversation
with the student called an informal conference,” Quihuiz
said. “Just so that the students
are clear on the process.”
According to Quihuiz,
during that conversation
they will (1) acquaint the
student with the process, (2)
inform the student of his or

her behavior, (3) inform the
student of the alleged violation of the student conduct
code and (4) offer the student
the opportunity to share his
or her perspective.
The resolution process
does not occur until after the
settlement agreement.
Quihuiz said a second violation means going through
the process again and having
the range of sanctions available.
“Students would be penalized with one of seven
sanctions that fall under executive order 1073, section
five,” Quihuiz said.
Quihuiz said the Office of
Student Conduct and Ethical Development educates
students on their academic,
civic, ethical, individual and
social responsibilities and
they encourage accountability for one’s actions and personal development.
Liane Chan, a senior kinesiology major, said she thinks
it’s not fair for students to be
immediately punished for
first-time cheating or plagiarizing offenses. Chan said if
plagiarism or cheating does
happen, she feels the professor should talk to the student.
“I feel like professors
should not rip up or fail the
student for the course if it
happens once,” Chan said. “I
think that the student and
professor should talk it out
and make sure it doesn’t happen again.”
Chan said she feels a second offense of cheating or
plagiarism should result in
expulsion.
“It’s such a big thing
to even think about doing
once,” Chan said. “If you do

it twice, I wouldn’t blame the
university for taking serious
action.”
Chan said she doesn’t like
turnitin.com.
“There was a time a paper
of mine was marked up with a
little plagiarism even though
what I wrote came directly
out of my head,” Chan said.
Shirleen Yeh, a senior
business finance major, said
she feels like students who
plagiarize are lazy and should
do their own work.
“It isn’t hard to put sentences in your own words,”
Yeh said. “I know there are
students out there who are
busy with work and things
like that but they should try
to find a way to balance everything and not plagiarize.”
Yeh said professors should
do a better job of enforcing
plagiarism.
Yeh believes a lot of students are getting away with
plagiarism, which is not going to help them in the long
run.
“They are going to
graduate without any actual
knowledge of what they are
doing,” she said.
Yeh said the penalty for
plagiarism should depend on
the situation.
She said the administration should consider the level
of how cheating and plagiarism were used.
Quihuiz said she wants
to see fewer students visiting
the Office of Student Conduct and Ethical Development.
“Cheating is never a
means to an end,” Quihuiz
said.
Nirmal Patel is a Spartan
Daily staff writer.

Gift: Prizes
promote
app usage
FROM PAGE 1
Now that baseball season is over,
they brought their attention to San Jose
State’s football season to test Tapgift in a
college environment, according to Cage.
Cage, who graduated from SJSU in
1992 with a degree in advertising and
minor in marketing, and Cooper, who
graduated in 1991 with a degree in
English, said they wanted to give back
to SJSU and make sporting events more
fun.
Even though they said they had often
come to Spartan football games, “We’re
a little out of touch, so Jeff reached out
to the advertising club on campus,” Cage
said.
Help came in the form of interns
Javier Vizcarra and Eddie Toro of the
advertising club. Vizcarra, a sophomore
advertising major, said he heard about
the company from the club’s president,
Lisa Sydes.
Since meeting the co-founders of
Tapgift, Vizcarra said he and Toro have
had their hands full from helping promote Tapgift’s presence on campus with
posters, and organizing an Instagram
treasure hunt.
According to Vizcarra, they had hidden little present boxes around campus,
and students could find clues from the
company’s Instagram pictures to help
find them.
“The prizes actually gave some of
them an incentive to go to a game for the
first time,” Vizcarra said.
Cage said he would never have
thought of something such as a treasure
hunt to get people’s attention.
“I’m very grateful to be part of this
experience, this social gifting app, and I
can’t wait to see how it grows,” Vizcarra
said.
Chris Shyvers is a Spartan Daily staff
writer.
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Winter
Session

Lighten Your Spring
Course Load

APPLY NOW!

Attention
Accounting
Majors!
Prepare to become a CPA.
If you are interested in a career in tax accounting,
a Master of Science in Taxation (MST) is a great way to
meet the 150-hour requirement to become a CPA.
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Get More Information at:
www.sjsu.edu/lucasschool/prospective-mst/

www.sjsu.edu/winter

Advance Registration begins Wednesday, October 30

